Main Grant Funding Sources for Community Renewable Energy

- Government
- Lottery
- Trusts
- Private

Where: UK Wide
Covers: RE
End: Mar 2009
Start: Dec 2006

Low Carbon Buildings Programme Phase 2

Where: UK Wide
Covers: RE
End: Mar 2009
Start: Dec 2006

Community Sustainable Energy Programme

Start: 2008
End: Late 2010
Covers: EE & RE
Where: England

Scottish Community and Householder Renewables Initiative (SCHRI)

Start: Dec 2006
End: Mid 2009
Covers: RE
Where: Scotland

Climate Challenge Fund

Start: 2008
End: 2011
Covers: EE & RE
Where: Scotland

Scottish Power Green Energy Trust

Start: 1998
End: On Going
Covers: RE
Where: Scotland
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